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In the suburbs of small town New Jersey, a chain of events set in motion years before is about to come to a
head. Hidden in plain sight amongst humans, disgraced members of a mythical race called the Faithful live
their lives in penance, hoping to gain favor by completing their assigned tasks.

Samael, once an exalted warrior among the Faithful, is only months away from completing his punishment
and he is ready to return to his place up above. He is given one simple task: bring death to the human man
named Lee that he has watched over for years. Yet when the time comes, Lee's daughter Abby stumbles into
his path and suddenly his ticket to salvation is put on hold.
Abby doesn't know why she is so drawn to Sam, but suddenly everything about her sexy neighbor sets her
blood on fire. As much as she fights, she can not stay away, and soon she understands exactly what it means
to belong to a fallen angel.
As Abby is drawn into his world, Sam must make the choice to follow through with his duty--or risk it all for
the one human who stands in his way.

**The Faithful 1 is the first episode in The Faithful series. Each novella is approximately 25,000 words,
intended to be read in order. New episodes to be released each month.**

Excerpt from The Faithful 1
She had never heard such a thing. It was death and beauty, sour and sweet; it was music to her ears yet the
melody made her bleed. It fought to surround her, bury her, to leave her broken and weak at his feet. When
she covered her ears, she felt tears slide down her cheeks and she was glad that she wept.
This was a sound she was not meant to hear.
It was a vision she was not meant to see.
Sam pulled his shirt off overhead and flung it at her feet before he fell to his knees before her, his muscles
glistening with sweat. His shoulders strained as he curled into a ball and his veins surged up into cords on his
neck. Someone screamed and at first she thought it was him, but then she realized that the screaming came
from her own lips.
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From reader reviews:

Tony Hill:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have much more or little spare time? Yeah, you
can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take a
move, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or maybe read a book titled The Faithful: 1?
Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time along with your
favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have some other
opinion?

Mildred Yen:

The book The Faithful: 1 can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Exactly why
must we leave a very important thing like a book The Faithful: 1? A number of you have a different opinion
about reserve. But one aim that will book can give many facts for us. It is absolutely correct. Right now, try
to closer along with your book. Knowledge or facts that you take for that, you could give for each other; you
can share all of these. Book The Faithful: 1 has simple shape but the truth is know: it has great and massive
function for you. You can appear the enormous world by start and read a e-book. So it is very wonderful.

Todd Voss:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also be a life style. This reading routine give you lot of
advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge your information inside the book in which
improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of book you read, if
you want attract knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want really feel happy read
one having theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. Typically the The Faithful: 1 is kind of
publication which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Christopher Rangel:

This The Faithful: 1 is great publication for you because the content which can be full of information for you
who else always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. That book reveal it info accurately
using great arrange word or we can claim no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read the item
hurriedly you can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but
tough core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having The Faithful: 1 in your hand like having
the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no reserve that offer you world
in ten or fifteen moment right but this book already do that. So , it is good reading book. Hey there Mr. and
Mrs. occupied do you still doubt which?
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